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Douglas Walton Fundamentals of Critical Argumentation SUMMARY Critical argumentation is a practical
skill that needs to be taught, from the very beginning, through the use of real or realistic examples of
arguments of the kind that the user encounters in everyday life. In this introductory textbook of critical
argumentation an example-based method of teaching is therefore used. All points covered are introduced and
illustrated through the use of examples representing arguments, or problems of various kinds that arise in
argumentation, of a kind that will be quite familiar to readers from their own personal experiences. Exercises
appended to each section of the book are designed to give practice in putting these skills to work. Questions
and Statements 4. A More Detailed looks at Arguments in Dialogues 5. Chaining of Arguments 7. Criticizing
by Questioning or Rebuttal 8. Criticizing and Argument by Asking a Question 9. Disputes and Dissents Three
Kinds of Arguments 3. Probability and Inductive Argument 7. Arguments and Explanations 9. Appeal to
Expert Opinion 2. Argument from Popular Opinion 3. Argument from Analogy 4. Argument from Correlation
to Cause 5. Argument from Consequences and Slippery Slope 6. Argument from Sign 7. Argument from
Commitment 8. Ad Hominem Arguments 9. Argument from Verbal Classification Single and Linked
Arguments 2. Serial and Divergent Arguments 4. Distinguishing Between Linked and Convergent Arguments
5. Cleaning Up a Text of Discourse 8. Commitment in Dialogue 3. Other Types of Dialogue 4. Simple and
Complex Questions 5. Responding to Tricky Questions 7. Relevance of Questions and Replies 8. Point of
View and Burden of Proof 3. Lexical, Stipulative and Persuasive Definitions 6. Philosophical and Scientific
Definitions 7. Normal and Troublesome Bias 8. Relevance in Meetings and Debates 4. Relevance in Legal
Argumentation 5. Fear Appeal Arguments 6. Threats as Arguments 7. Appeal to Pity 8. Shifts and Relevance
9. Necessary and Sufficient Conditions 3. Taking Consequences into Account 5. The Closed World
Assumption 7. Lack of Knowledge Inferences 8. Real World Situations 9.
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Macroscopic patterns are related to the nature of microscopic and atomic-level structure. In addition, students
test a variety of household substances to identify common acids and bases with red cabbage juice! Science and
Engineering Practices: When using the text strategies utilized in this lesson, students think deeply about text in
order to make their own conclusions and consider solutions to problems. Students are using the scientific
principle of Generating Questions and Designing Solutions, which states that, "Students at any grade level
should be able to ask questions of each other about the texts they read, the features of the phenomena they
observe, and the conclusions they draw from their models or scientific investigations. When students use red
cabbage juice on a variety of household substance, they begin to notice patterns both in which colors identify
acids and bases, but in the types of materials that are acids and bases. For example, fruits are acidic. Soaps or
cleaning supplies tend to be bases. Connecting to the Essential Question: What are you supposed to learn
today? Students should respond by saying that they will be answering the Essential Question, "How do
particles combine into new substances? And, what evidence can show how the physical and chemical
properties of the substances change? For a look at all the lessons that have led my students to this point and
where we go from here check out the lessons in these units: Molecular Arrangement and Phase Changes:
Focuses on Skills 1 - 4 of the Chemistry Unit Plan This unit is designed to answer the Essential Question,
"How do particles combine into new substances? What evidence can show how the physical and chemical
properties of the substances change? It stresses group discussion, discourse and utilizing text references when
engaging in argument. Students utilize reading, writing, and speaking strategies in order to develop scientific
literacy. Chemical Properties and Reactions: Focuses on Skills 4 - 6 of the Chemistry Unit Plan. This unit is
also designed to answer the Essential Question, "How do particles combine into new substances? Students
analyze evidence and property changes that allow them to distinguish between chemical and physical
reactions. In addition, students investigate the Law of Conservation of Mass as they look at how bonds are
broken and formed in chemical reactions. This unit is full of hands on labs and station rotations that will
engage any middle school student in chemistry! Chemistry Unit Plan Mini Lesson: Ask students to "Talk to
the Text" and work their way up the "Ladder of Discourse" as they interact with the text. Students document
their thinking as they read in the margins of the text and try to reach real discourse as they interact with the
text. The levels of the "Ladder of Discourse" are "Tweets" text to self connections , "Huh? For more
background on "Talking to the Text" and the "Ladder of Discourse" check out the following lessons. These
lessons include videos of me demonstrating these strategies and student work. However, I would not give the
students this worksheet while they read. I have found that if students have a worksheet, they simply "hunt and
peck" for answers instead of taking the time to think critically about the text as they are supposed with when
"talking to the text". As a class discuss the key points of the reading to make sure students were able to pull
out the important information. Some key points to discuss as a class are: The pH scale and the corresponding
numbers for acids, bases, and neutral substances. What makes an acid an acid? What are some common acids?
What are some properties of acids? How can you determine the strength of an acid? What makes a base a
base? In upcoming lessons, it will be important that students recognize that when dissolved in water, acids
have OH- hydroxide ions in them. What are some common bases? What are some properties of bases? How
can you determine the strength of a base? What is a pH indicator? What happens when an acid and a base are
mixed? What are the products of this reaction? Then ask students to predict which of those are acids and
which are bases. Hopefully students start to recognize that those substances with H in them are acids while
those with OH in them are bases. Even more, they can see that NaCl is neither an acid nor a base as it does not
have either of those ions. This lesson is simply an introduction to acids, bases, and pH. Explain that they will
be using cabbage juice as an indicator today as they identify common household substances as acids and
bases. In order to do this, they need their own colored scale for comparison. Then, project on the screen or
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provide colored copies of a cabbage juice pH scale. Have the students color in each box on the lab sheet with
the corresponding color using colored pencils, crayons, or markers. Then break apart a red cabbage and put as
many leaves in the pot as possible. Allow the cabbage to cook for about an hour. Turn on your kitchen fan.
Remove the cabbage leaves and allow the liquid to cool. Pour into a storage container refrigerate. This makes
a lot of cabbage juice. I use this cabbage juice in upcoming lessons as well. So, you will have a lot left over to
use in the future! Around the room set up 10 - 15 different household items. I typically go through about mL
of each mixture for students. Substances that I use include: There are so many more possibilities as well. Each
group also needs a test tube rack that holds about 10 small test tubes. I use small 5 mL test tubes so that I can
cut down on the amount of materials used. In addition, each group needs a cup of cabbage juice I pre-pour the
cabbage juice and the cups can be used for the entire day. I typically have about 10 groups per class. I pour 10
cups with about mL of cabbage juice in each and that will last the whole day. With each cup, an eye dropper
must be provided. I happen to have two types of eye droppers, one that is long and translucent and one that is
short with a black top. I use two different types so that students can be clear about which eyedropper goes in
which solution. The short-black topped eye droppers go in the cabbage juice and the long, translucent
eyedroppers go in the substances at the lab stations. Have them make predictions on the front of their lab sheet
about whether these substances are acids, bases, or neutral. Then, explain that students will also be testing a
few more substances of their own choosing and have them make predictions for these as well. What I tend to
do for these "choice" substances is that I ask them to make predictions when they are at the station. Students
are not always sure about which "choice" solutions tol choose until they actually get to look over all of the
stations. Points to emphasize to the students about completing the lab include: Each group of 2 - 3 will receive
a test tube rack with test tubes. Each group will receive a cup of cabbage juice and an eye dropper. This eye
dropper can ONLY go in the cabbage juice! If a student places the cabbage juice eyedropper in any of the
beakers at the lab stations, it will "contaminate" the entire solution. The eyedroppers at each station can only
go in those beakers. Again, placing these eyedroppers in the cabbage juice or even in a different beaker will
"contaminate" the entire sample. The students must test the required substance, and then they can choose 5 or
6 others of their choice. When they get to a station, they should: Place one eyedropper full of the household
substance in the test tube. Place one eyedropper full of the cabbage juice in the test tube. Compare the color of
the test tube to the cabbage juice scale on their lab sheet. Write the name of the household substance next to
the color that most closely matches the color of the test tube. Students will not have one substance for every
color. And, they may write more than one household substance at a color. When they are finished with their
tests, they must organize their test tubes in order of pH to create their own pH scale. Before cleaning up,
groups must come to the teacher and answer a series of questions about their test tubes. This will be their
assessment. I post the questions on the overhead so that they know what they will have to answer.
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